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OPINION

VARIETY

SPORTS

WSU students need to get
involved in school
organizations

We asked: What would
your mother say if she
saw you at Springfest?
See Forum, pg. 5

Earth Day concert helps
Sign Language Club buy
devices for Deaf
See pg. 7

WSU Woman golfer
Tina Peek claims
MWCGA tourney
See pg. 10

See pg. 4
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Student senate positions filled
By NAVADA HILLESHEIM
News Reporter
& JORDAN
News Editor
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arly returns show that Scott
Kluver has won the election for the
position of student senate president
for the 1996-97 school year.
The results were tabulated last night
by a panel of election judges.
Kluver, who ran unopposed for the
presidential position, won with
567votes. There were approximately
62 write-ins and 21 disqualified votes
as of press-time.
Tracy Coenen came out on top of
opponent Ryan Werner for the position of treasurer. She won with approximately 371 votes. Werner had 254
votes. There were 21 write-ins and
seven disqualified votes.
At press time, Greenway had won
the vice-president race with 459 votes.
His opponent Robert Walscheid had
277 votes.
Over 650 students turned out to
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By KAREN SIEBER
News Editor

O

ver 4,000 people turned out
for last Saturday's Springfest at Lake
Park. This was the largest attendance
in the celebration's history.
"Considering it was a record crowd,
I think it went fine," said Joe Reed,
Winona State University student activities director.
Winona State students, community
members and out-of-town visitors listened to music by the bands Road Trip
and Rock Bottom, bathed in the sun
and drank beer in celebration of the
beginning of spring.
Reed said that students have told
him it was the best Springfest yet.
"It really depends on whose perspective you look at it from," Reed
said.
In addition to the positive comments he received from students, Reed
also received complaint calls from community members.
'There are always bad apples who
don't want to adhere to the rules," said
Reed.
He said that most students were
well-behaved though.
The Winona Police Department arrested 93 people on Saturday, mainly
for alcohol related reasons.
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Reed also hired extra security to
cover the stage area.
According to Don Walski, Deputy
Chief of Police and director of security
at WSU, 58 people were charged with
public consumption of alcohol, 17 for
minor consumption of alcohol, 16 for
minor possession of alcohol, nine for
littering, nine for having open bottles,
six for driving while intoxicated, six
for disorderly conduct, three for obstructing justice, three for possession
of drug paraphernalia, two for possession of a small amount of marijuana,
two for making a public nuisance and
two for giving false information to an
officer.
In addition to these arrests, seven
people were admitted and/or treated
at Community Memorial Hospital for
alcohol related reasons. A nurse on
duty Tuesday could not provide The
Winonan with specific details on the
cases, but said that the number of cases
was similar to past years.
Reed said that he feels many of the
problems occur because people begin
drinking at 7 a.m.
" If students didn't drink before
Springfest it would be a lot better,"
Reed said.
He added that in order to eliminate
all of the problems, Springfest would
have to be eliminated all together.

Greenway has served previously
on senate as a sophomore senator. He
said at Thursday's debate that his creativity, modesty, openmindness, honesty and energy are important characteristics for a vice president.
"I want to put the students back in
the student senate and back in student
government," said Greenway.
As vice-president, Greenway plans
on working closer with campus media. He wants to see a bi-weekly summary of specific issues that affect the
students that were brought up at student senate meetings published in The
Winonan . Greenway said he also wants
to print all role-call votes so the students are more informed about how
their senators voted and become more
involved in student issues.
Coenen feels that she is capable to
perform the responsibilities of treasurer which includes budgeting senate money and monitoring clubs which
receive money for activities.

See Senate, page 3
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Winona State University students and others crowd the Jaycee Pavilion area to celebrate spring with music, friends and drink.

Bomb threat forces university to close
By LISA HOLEWA
Associated Press Writer

(TAMPA, FL.) The typewritten
letter, sent to the editor of the student
newspaper, was signed "The One, the
Leader of the War Purgers."
Its author threatened to bomb a
building at the University of South
Florida, kill a professor and set off a
fake detonator in a crowded area.
No one had heard of the group,
which claimed ties both to neo-Nazis
and two Palestinian terrorist groups.
And one professor described the
threats as "gobbledygook."
But the campus will virtually shut
down today, the date specified in the
letter. Final exams were pushed forward so most of the 45,000 students
will be off campus. No mail and packages will be accepted. No visitors will
be allowed _ only staff with photo IDs.
And bodyguards will be provided for
worried administrators.

An overreaction? Some argue it is.
But as university vice president Kathy
Stafford said at a news conference detailing the security, "The history of the
last year had to affect our consideration of this as a real threat."
At USF, that history includes
brushes with terrorism. One part-time
professor surfaced in Syria as the new
leader of the Palestinian terrorist group
Islamic Jihad, just months after leaving the Tampa university on sabbatical.
Affidavits unsealed this month
show federal agents believe an Islamic
think-tank run by another professor
and once connected with the school
was a front to bring terrorists into the
country.
Combine that with the shattered
sense of security nationwide thanks to
the Unabomber, the bombing of the
federal building in Oklahoma City and
the World Trade Center bombing, and
the threat to USF's student newspaper

made for a jittery campus.
"People are crazy. You never
know," said zoology senior Jennifer
Hinds, 21. "I would rather not be in
school on that day."
"This is better than being here and
getting blown up," agreed 19-year-old
Richard Young, a biology junior from
Jamaica studying at the student center.
The one-page letter that keyed the
anxiety arrived at the newspaper, the
Oracle, on March 25. It demanded that
"the biased, racist, liberal American
press" apologize to former professor
Ramadan Abdullah Shallah, saying he
was portrayed as a monster. It also
said the university violated his freedoms and rights, but did not say how.
Shallah was teaching Middle East
politics at the school as an adjunct
professor just five months before he
became head of the Islamic Jihad in
October. In an interview published in
Beirut this month, Shallah promised

new suicide bombings against Israel.
The author demanded the letter be
printed in the Oracle, or the group
would terrorize the campus on April
29.
"One USF administration building
(symbolizing America) will be
bombed; one white female professor
(symbolizing 'your' infertility) will be
killed in a public place near the College of Arts and Sciences; and one fake
detonator will be left in a crowded
area of eating to cause panic and disarray," the letter said.
"The message I am delivering to
the citizens of the USF community is a
declaration of War," it said. "In closing
you will make a decision. Make the
public aware of our plight, or else
chaos, destruction, terror, panic, confusion and fear will ensue on campus."
The War Purgers are described in
the letter as "a diverse group of extremist individuals that are dedicated

to the Death, Destruction and Demoralization of the Great Satan," a reference to the United States.
"We have connections with the
Hamas, Jihad and we have infiltrated
state universities and neo Nazi organizations," the letter said.
The newspaper did not print the
letter, but wrote an article about it and
handed it over to the FBI. The FBI had
not identified the authoras of last week,
said spokesman Brian Kensel, and the
university has received no further cornmunication.
"What makes this letter so unique,
besides the political context, is the fact
it's so specific, it was received in writing and it was sent to the press," said
Lt. Bob Staehle, a USF police officer.
Staehle and the police force immediately began holding training sessions
for professors to recognize suspicious
items they stould report to police _
things like a 5ookbag suddenly abandoned in a classroom.
-

They also heightened security on
campus by bringing in city police and
county sheriff's deputies to patrol the
1,700-acre campus. Access to dormitories was restricted. And briefcases and
packages are subject to search.
Staehle would not talk about
whether the reaction was prompted
by the university's association with
Shallah. But he agreed it was spurred
partly by the campus jitters, heightened by the nearness of the threat to
the first anniversary of the Oklahoma
City bombing.
"It's not a quantum leap," he said.
"We as a society are reliving what
happened a year ago _ an event that
changed our sense of security dramatically _ and suddenly there's a threat
directed at your own community. Obviously, there's a connection there."
FBI spokesman Kensel also said the
World Trade Center and Oklahoma

See Bomb Threat, page 3
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What's Going On?
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April Eichhorn

Cross Country Bicycling Race Choir Concert Lakota George
Do you like to run? Have you ever
thought about running cross country
at WSU? Now is your chance to find
out what WSU's team is all about! All
women interested are welcome to attend a free open-house lunch buffet on
Sunday, May 5 at 2 p.m. in Kryzsko
Commons Dining Rooms. World class
runner Jane Hutchison will be speaking. For more information call Coach
Don Wistrcill at 453-0682.

If you've never been to a cycling
race this is something you don't want
to miss! The Winona State Cycling
Club and Uptown Cycling Club are
hosting the first annual Winona
Classique Criterium on Sunday, May
5. Races are divided into 9 categories
by age and gender and are held from
9 a.m. through 3:45 p.m. Registration
is at Adventure Cycle and Ski in downtown Winona and the fees are between
$3 and $25 per race or $5 for an
unattatched rider, or you could just
come to cheer. For questions and information call 452-4228.

Lakota George, a well knnown NaThe WSU Department of Music
presents the Concert Choir in the "Post tive American therapeutic flute player,
Tour" Spring Concert on Saturday, will be presenting a workshop includMay 4 at 7:30 p.m. in the Recital Hall of ing music therapy to help break culthe PAC. Tickets are available at the tural racism on May 3, from 4-7 p.m. in
door and are $4 for adults and $2 for Stark Auditorium.
students and senior citizens.

WSU Akita

This is your chance to study abroad
and travel through the Far East. Live
and learn in Akita, Japan, for one, two
or three quarters. You will be able to
learn the Japanese language, history
The National Day of Commitment
and culture while strengthening your
For Children is scheduled for June 1 in
resume with international exposure.
Washinton D.C. The Women's ReDevelop life-long friend ships and valusource Center would like to do someable career contacts. Financial aid and
thing special for this day in Winona .
scholarships are available. Travel
Your help is needed! Help plan this
WSU International Club celebrates grants are provided along with free
event by attending an organizational its 26th anniversary with an Internameeting Friday, May 3, at 12 p.m. at St. tional Dinner on May 11 at 6 p.m. in the airfare. Deadline for application: May
15, 1996. The Fall Quarter will run
Paul's Episcopal Church, 256 Lafayette East Cafeteria. There will be a wide
from Sept. 11, 1996 to Nov. 29, 1996.
St. Bring ideas and suggestions. For variety of food and entertainment.
For further information and applicamore information contact Leslie Ross Tickets are $7 for children under 12
tion materials, contact: Office for Akita
and Jennifer Pierick at 452-4440.
and $13 for adults and students. For Campus (612) 296-8885.
information, call Mary Thorne at 4575303.

Commitment to
Children

International
Club Dinner

Native American
Speaker

Summer Trip

Sexual Assault
Meeting

The WSU Native American HeriWSU is offering a field trip to ColoStudent Action against sexual astage and Awareness Club hosts i-ado, New Mexico and Oklahoma from
Winona La Duke on May 2 to speak in June 21 through July 21. This course sault presents two nights of videos
Stark Auditorium at 7:30 p.m. She is a will focus on the natural history of the and discussions covering the topics of
well known member of the Native South and Midwestern states. The rape, date rape and violence against
American community and will be cost is $1500 and covers most housing women in the media. Events will be
speaking on "Native American Women and transportation. Up to 9 credits held in Dining Rooms C and D at 7
and Environmentalism." This is a pre- may be earned. Enrollment is limited p.m. on May 8. If you have any quesPow Wow program and is free and to 14 students. For more information, tions, please call 454-5982.
open to the public.
contact Lorene Olson at 457-5499.

SeniorArt Exhibit
A WSU Senior Art Major Exhibition will run through May 8 in the Paul
Watkins Art Gallery. Many senior
artists from WSU will be featured. For
more information contact the Art Department at 457-5395.

Hamlet
WSU Department of Theatre and
Dance will present Hamlet on May 1518 at 8 p.m. in the Dorthy B. Maahnus
Theatre of the PAC. Tickets are $5 for
adults, $4 for students and senior citizens and $2 for children under 12. For
more information call the box office at
457-5235.

The Winonan, Winona State University's first student newspaper established
in 1922, is managed, funded, and operated by, and for the students of Winona
State University. The Winonan generates 65 percent of its budget through
advertising sales. The remaining 35 percent is provided through student activity
fees.
Subscriptions for persons outside of the university are available from the
business manager. Address all correspondence: The Winonan, Winona State
University, Kryzsko Commons, Winona 55987, ph. (507)457-6620.
The Winonan is recognized annually as an award winning newspaper by the
Minnesota Better Newspaper Association in the area of student journalism for
both individual achievement and as a whole. The Winonan is copyrighted and
may not be reproduced without permission.

Managing Editor
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Co-News Editors
Jordan Corkery
Karen Sieber

Co-Variety Editors
Paula Houston
Sunni Schulz

Variety Reporters
Paul Allen
Sally A. Miller
Martin Moran
Ben Smith

Advertising Staff
Natalie Behn
Steve Fekete
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Jill Klecker
Erica Werych
Brad Tuckner
Eric Albrecht

Sports Editor
Kevin Bechard

Sports Reporters

Asst. Sports Editor

Anna Derocher
Grant Christianson
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Is your club or organization planning any events in the near future? If
so, drop off the who, what, when and
where in the Winonan office, located
in the Lower Hyphen in Kryzsko Cornmons. Info can be placed in the newseditors box with a note attatched saying "page 2".

Columnists
Dean Korder
Scott Mueller
Kristin Phillipson
Josh Wilcox
Kimberly Dawoud
Brian James Fair
Maureen Ashfield

News Reporters
Chris Drago
Steve McFarland
Navada Hillesheim
Sarah Jorgensen
April Eichhorn
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It's Not Too Early
To Think About Next Year.
The Winonan is accepting applications
for next year, in the following positions
• Variety Reporters
• Sports Reporters
• News Reporters
• Columnists
• Photographers
• Cartoonist
• Graphic Designer
• Advertising
Representatives

• Varjety Editor
• Sports Editor
• News Editor
• Photography Editor
• Distribution Manager
• Classified Manager
• Copy Editors

These are all paid positions and
look great on your resume.
Fill out an application in The Winonan office
today. The Winonan is located in Kryzsko
Commons, off of the lower hyphen. See you
soon!
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Bomb Threat

Continued from page 1

City bombings "made the concept of
bomb attacks much more real to many
people than they were several years
ago,"
"People certainly realize now there
are folks out there with the mindset
and the ability to hurt them," he said,
"and that becomes a factor in dealing
with any threat."
But international studies professor
Harvey Nelsen believes the university
is overreacting, and perhaps setting
itself up for copycat threats. The letter,
he said, was "an ideological mess."
"I'm fully convinced it's been a complete hoax," he said.
For starters, the letter refers to
Shallah, but makes no criticism of Israel or U.S.-Israeli policy. And its ref-

Get Your Head
Out Of Your BL

erences to American women as being
barren don't fit the context of the rest
of the letter, he said.
"And I know of no time in modern
history when a bomber has specified a
date and then actually placed a bomb
on the date specified."
However, Nelsen said, several of
his students were worried about being
on campus that day, when he had an
exam scheduled.
"If even a minority feel their own
security is in danger, you have to take
that into account," Nelsen said.
"I think shutting down the campus
is an overreaction. .... But I'm not responsible for the safety of people on
campus so I can afford to be more
casual."

■U, 1.1V
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Lers

"Hairstyles
for your
Lifestyle"

Haircuts
Now only

$5.95

with student I.D.

Senate
continued from page 1
At the debate, Coenen said she plans
on taking $17,000 from the student
activities fund to use it as one or several grants, allowing different activities to apply for the grant. Coenen said
her reason for this is to prevent an
abundance of funds going to certain
groups while other groups go without
necessities. The decision for which
group receives the grant will be based
on the group's activity.

1 blk. from WSU, on the corner
of Mark & Main.

She said she would also like to establish closer ties with the Alliance of
Student Organizations (ASO) by creating a web page for it.
All of the counts for the executive
positions are approximate, and not final.
The results of the class senators will
be posted in next week's edition of The
Winonan, along with results from all
resident hall council executive elections.

454-8125
............

In last week's issue of The Winonan,
there were a few mistakes in the article
on the AIDS forum that have been
brought up recently by the forum's
organizers.
First of all, Kris Otto's name was
spelled wrong.
Secondly, Colleen, the second
speaker, did not give up her children
because she could no longer take care
of them. She gave up her children for
adoption so they would not have to
see her getting sick, and to make it

easier for them to deal with the situation. Also, Colleen has not had HIV for
10 years. She was infected with HIV 10
years ago.
Sheryl, another panelist, said that
her brother was moved home to be
near the family. He was not moved
into his family's home. he was moved
tp a nearby hospital to be near his
family.
The Winonan apoligizes for any
confusion and inconvenience that these
errors caused.

You have your reasons.
Whether it's for education, retirement or simply for the peace of mind
that comes from knowing your money will be there when you need it.

Send in a Letter to the editor
through e-mail.
The Winonan now has an easier way to send in a
letter to the editor. By getting on the internet and
using e-mail, you may send The Winonan your
views, beliefs and express any opinion with the
rest of campus. Address your letter to "Winonan"
for The Winonan's next issue. All Letters to the
Editor must be submitted by the Friday before
Wednesday's issue.

Ask your employer or banker about saving
with U.S. Savings Bonds.

After just three years
in the Army, your college
loan could be a thing of the
past.
Under the Army's Loan
Repayment program, each
year you serve on active
duty reduces your indebtedness by one-third or $1,500,
whichever amount is
greater, up to a $55,000
limit.
This offer applies to
Perkins Loans, Stafford
Loans and certain other
federally insured loans
which are not in default.
And this is just the first
of many benefits the Army
will give you. Get the whole
story from your Army
Recruiter.

ARMY.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
• a.

T ANNUAL
WIN ONA CLASS! QUE CRITERIUM
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SPONSORED BY WINONA STATE CYCLING CLUB & UPTOWN CYCLING CLUB. HELD
UNDER UNITED STATES CYCLING FEDERATION PERMIT.

• • •—

Chucker's Fitzgerald's The Underground

Your Entertainment Headquarters!

SUNDAY M AY 5, 1996 - WINONA,MINNESOTA

Coming up at Fitzgerald's...

Held Rain Or Shine - $4,700 + Primes

Johnny Holm's

Course: Flat and very fast 1 k course in downtown Winona,
with four 90 degree turns. Field Limits are 150 for all categories except Citizen/cat 5 which is 50.

Traveling Fun Show
Tuesday, May 14
Doors Open at 8 pm

Thursdays are...
9:00 AM
9:45 AM
10:30 AM
11:25 AM
12:00 AM
12:30 PM
1:30 PM
2:30 PM
3:45 PM

Singled Night Out
Category
Time/Laps
Citizen/cat 5
Collegiate B/C
25 min + 2
Collegiate A
•:40 min +
USCF Cat 4
30 min + 3
Corporate Challenge 5 laps
Kids 7 & Under
2 Blocks
Woniens
35 niin + 3
USCF Cat 3
45 min + 5
Pro 1/2

Cash / Places

Fee

Come Join the Fun. Starts at 9pm.

$10

Medals / 3
$450 / 8
Medals / 3
Ribbons
$750 / 12
$1,000 / 20
$2, 5. . 00/2 1

.

10
$15
Pre Reg
$3
$15
$20
$25

The Underground...
Join Our Karoake Specialist
Wednesday Nights &
show off your talent!

Wednesdays are Mug Night.
Thursday's Coin Night.

Registration:

is at Adventure Cycle & Ski (4th & Center
in Downtown Winona). Opens at 8:00 AM closes 15 minutes
before your race time. $5 unattached rider fee. $5 late fee
after April 29, 1996. (Entries include $2 USCF surcharge and
$1 MCF surcharge). Free Lap Rule applies (Wheels out).
ANSI Approved Helmet must be worn in ALL events.

Summer Volleyball Leagues Now Forming!

HARDT'S MUSIC S AUDIO

FIBERITE

I
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Call 1-800-USA-ARMY
in Winona

Take
Stock
BIOV
in America
S
I 111 VSS
A public service of this newspaper

Start

.

GIVE US TIME
TO REPAY
YOUR LOAN.

AIDS forum Retraction
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vr,pu SCREEN
411.11. PRINTING

(conoco)

250 E. THIRD ST.
WINONA, MN 55987

HOT HST BRANO GOING

457-0771

ADVENTURE

Fitzgerald's * The Underground
102 Johnson St. Downtown Winona*452-2328 *452-2677
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Make the grade
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THE
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Do good grades equal employment?
We all know when the dreaded day comes. The knot in your
stomach tightens as you rip open the envelope to see what the
dreaded professors thought of your finals...
But the real question remains: Do grades really reflect how
much you've learned? Or do they merely show how well you
are able to regurgitate information to the professor's liking?
Every professor teaches differently. Some test strictly from
the book, others rely on notes, while the most difficult of them
all require you to know everything and anything. So grades
must reflect how well you get to know the professor's testing
style, as opposed to actual knowledge.
And where do grades get you in the world? High school
grades get you into college, but as soon as you take your first
college class, all four years of work is erased. In college, grades
keep you in the program, may win you a scholarship, and at
most, get you into graduate school. But again, as soon as you
step across that platform and grab that degree, all four (or five,
or six) years of work are erased. Employers don't care whether
you earned an A in Minnesota Rocks and Waters, or only a C in
Conceptual Physics. All they want is a competent employee
that has a good portfolio or experience in the field.
Parents, on the other hand, have a different view. Grades to
them show that their son or daughter isn't partying too much
and reassure them that their money isn't wasted.
In some majors, grades don't matter at all. Straight C's are
sufficient for getting you a high-paying job so long as you have
experience and are good at what you do. Other majors require
you to hide in a hole and study 24 hours a day to stay in the
program.
It's not fair that some professors hold grades over your head
all quarter. It's hard to make information stick in your head
when you have 2000 pages to memorize for 75 multiple choice
questions that make or break your GPA. You learn less, retain
less for more stress.
Other professors hold relaxed classes that make you want to
bring your beanbag and bunny slippers. In these classes it's
easier to remember things that aren't shoved down your throat
in large quantities. These are the classes that are closed the first
day of registration by hungry seniors hoping to boost their
GPA's for future employers that probably don't care.
However, grades do reflect how well you are able to manage
your time (which means balancing partying on weekends with
researching that paper) and how seriously you take your
future, so don't throw down those books yet. You can curb
studying time and opt for an internship, or a job related to your
field. It's more important to be good at your trade rather than
have good grades. When you do venture out into the big, big
world, it might come down to that internship rather than that
straight A average.

Chicken or lazy
Campus involvement on the decline?
What's going on with student leaders and student activists?
Where are the active, concerned, aware college students of
tomorrow? Are we the only ones that have noticed a regression
in participation by Winona State students? Are other clubs and
organizations experiencing this same phenomena? If so, how
come?
There seem to be less students applying for positions not
only here at the Winonan, but in other major student run
organizations or groups on campus. Each year this paper gets
fewer and fewer applications. Are students just lazy or are
there other reasons?
Perhaps students are so positive they will get a job upon
graduation that they don't need any other experience while in
college. Maybe these students have connections with highlevel people? All they need is a diploma. We doubt it.
A common excuse to avoid responsibility is that there is not
enough time to be involved in extra curricular activities on
campus. We don't think this is true. We have heard and seen
students spend their precious time just sitting around playing
video games, watching TV, sleeping, or even sweating it up in
the weight room or outside.
Of course, being healthy is important. But, unless you plan
on joining the WWF, bulk isn't going to help much in the career
field — unless you plan to bully executives at the company to
obtain a prestigious title and the corner office.
There's no satisfaction in getting a high paying career that
way, satisfaction comes from having your resume chosen over
all the others. The only way for that to happen is to have a
resume chock full of experience and achievements. Being able
to bench 200 pounds, dominate in Mortal Kombat, or memorizing all the talk show topics for the day doesn't count.
What counts is experience pertaining to your career. For
example, if your major is journalism, photography, or advertising you could apply for a job at the Winonan and pad your
resume while gaining valuable job experience. Working for a
paper or other organizations can provide you with something
tangible to put in a portfolio which means much more to
today's employers than an "A" in Visual Communications (see
other editorial).
Being a member of almost any club can enhance your resume. Once you belong to a club for a while you may decide to
hold an executive position. Being secretary, treasurer, or even
president shows that you were really involved and worthy of
the responsibility.
So get off those couches, put down those controllers and get
out there and join a couple of the clubs on campus. With it will
come valuable experience, new friends, and a way to give your
thumb a rest from pushing that remote button.
Who knows, maybe in a couple of years or so, the activity
level of students could drop to the point where competition for
positions or jobs will be eliminated completely in all organizations and clubs. Time will tell if those who do strive to beef up
their resumes won't have to worry about getting a position
since no one else is interested.
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The opinions expressed in the pages of this newspaper are not necessarily those of the Minnesota State University and College system,
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Female A.D. would be
step in right direction
Dear Editor,
I have been following the recent events related to
the athletic department and the administrative dilemmas within. In fact, I have been following all the
changes and problems that have occurred over the
past four years of my education and college career.
I have watched and benefited while women's
programs finally gained funding to meet the bare
minimum of Title IX requirements, as many men's
programs were unfortunately cut due to Title IX, and
several programs, both men's and women's, have
endured multiple coaching changes and complications because of internal problems within the department.
As a female athlete I feel that now is the right time
for me to speak and express my opinion about the
situation.
I am not writing to criticize efforts that were far to
little and way too late to develop the kind of successful programs desired by the student body and the
community. Or how the administration has placed a
mere Band-Aid on the on the gaping wound of
Women's athletics, proclaiming they have done everything in their power to promote and support title'
IX. I am writing to say that with the recently vacated
position of athletic director, a bold and important
step needs to be made.
Barring any financial constraints, the hiring of a
new athletic director should be an individual from
outside the department, and the institution. Someone who can bring in new ideas, play a neutral role
in the environment, and provide the department
with a sense of dignity and respect that it has been
losing with all of the negative press recently. This
would be a huge first step in solving the problems.
I also have to contend that of all the qualified
individuals that will apply for the position, I would
like to see a woman considered foremost. Not only
:

could she break thebinds of the "good old boys club"
that operates so quietly, but effectively and manipulatively in the athletic department, but she would
prove that Winona State walks the talk and stands
behind their statement that they are striving for
equal environment for both men and women in
WSU athletics.
I know that many do not agree with my opinion
or understand where I am coming from, but I wish
you would consider where the men in the past have
led the department before you shut out the idea of
a female athletic director.
I only represent my own opinion and do not
claim to speak for anyone in general, but for the
other athletes that feel that positive changes need to
be made in the department, I encourage you to also
speak your mind and let those in charge of hiring
know your thoughts. Now is a time for action if we
want to initiate a move on the right direction. It
needs to be a unified, innovative, and informed
forward step that benefits all programs under the
title of Winona Warriors.

Kathleen Maxwell
Senior
WSU Women's basketball

Poster's message not
directed at all men
Dear Editor,
I am writing in response to a reaction a co-worker
of mine had toward the flyer posted on campus by
Student Action Against Sexual Assault (SAASA).
The flyer reads "Attention Men," and states that 25
percent of all college women are sexually assaulted
in the four years they are at college. It lists some
unacceptable excuses for rape, such as drinking, or
not being able to stop yourself, and clearly states
that "No means no."
When my co-worker saw it he became angry and

- -said to me, "It pisses me off. I am offended that I have
to look at it." He said that he was not a rapist, and
that the poster should not havebeen addressed to all
men because not all men are rapists. It is true that the
poster was addressed to "men" and the message was
blunt and could have been taken offensively. On
behalf of all the members of SAASA , I apologize for
the implication that all men need to be told that "No
means no." We know that not all men are rapists.
But we cannot apologize for the facts. 98 percent
of rapes are committed by men. We intended our
poster to only address the men who need a reminder. It was posted in public only because we
don't know and cannot tell who rapes and who does
not. We wish there was a clear, defining characteristic, but there isn't one. We put the message where
it could be easily seen.
And to say that men who don't rape don't need to
look at a sign like ours is incorrect. Rape effects
every single one of us. Victims of rape are our
mothers, our sisters, our daughters, our girlfriends,
our best friends, ourselves. When members of a
society are being assaulted and violated, everyone
suffers.
I commend the many men on our campus who
have not and never would rape someone. But you
must understand that those who do are giving men
a bad name. If you are a man who lives by "No
means no," we need you to help us communicate top
those who don't. Men can communicate with men in
a way that women can't. In addition, we need both
men and women to help teach the importance of
knowing, understanding, and clearly stating when
sexual activity is wanted and when it is unwanted.
SAASA concentrates on prevention and education. Your response has educated us that there are
men out there who feel strongly about rape. We ask
you to join the men and women of SAASA who feel
as you do, and help us work toward a safer environment for everyone. Meetings are held at the Natural
Habitat on Thursdays at 3:30 PM.

Jenn Price
Senior social work major

We invite our readers to share their opinions in these columns. All letters must be received by the Friday preceding our Wednesday
publication days. Please send your letters to The Winonan, Kryzsko Commons, Winona, MN 55987. All letters must be signed and include
a telephone number in order to be published. All letters are subject to editing when space is limited.
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Is something bugging
you? Is there something you want to tell
the world? If you want
your voice ta be heard,
write a letter to the
editor! Just drop your letter in the letters to the

editor box in front of the
Winonan office located
in the lower hyphen of
) Kryzsko commons.

I

Don't just sit there!

Get up! Speak out!
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THIS IS ONLY A TEST. . .
Weathermen don't know jack! It's freezing out there!
his is spring?
This is when all
the boys and girls
By
are supposed to
DAVE
frolic in the fields
ADAMS
under warm sunManaging Editor
shine and fall
madly in love with
the outdoors
again? Not in Minnesota, I guess. This winter-spring, snowmobile suit in the
morning, t-shirt in the afternoon, hybrid chump weather
I can do without. It does nothing but sustain my already
astronomical NSP bill and keep the cash flowing out of my
wallet to the sweater vendors on campus. Its May, dammit!
I don't want to wear sweaters anymore!
At the risk of painting a really unsavory picture of
myself, I'm going to share something with you: I'm looking forward to wearing my old, crusty, pit stained t-shirts
with stupid sayings and beer logos on them. I want to step
outside and break a sweat as soon as the air hits my body.
I want to sneeze and sneeze until they can't make enough
allergy medicine to keep me from sneezing. Have you ever
noticed the lack of good allergy medicines on the market
today? It could be a plot devised by the Kleenex company
to boost sales. Just a theory.
When I was a kid, spring meant that it was time for Lake
Day at my grade school. Big fun! Us kids would all ride our
bikes to school, go to class for an hour, then we would bike
to some shelter or pavilion at one of the lakes by the school
and spend the day eating, running, biking, playing and
beating the crap out of each other.
Now what the hell do we have to look forward to?
Staring out the window of the library, watching people
biking and Rollerblading in the cold rain? Digging out the
'

electric blanket — again? Threats of snow in April and May?
Lately, the weather has been less than favorable for any
celebrations of spring. The exception, of course, last Saturday...Springfest.
For once, Winona received a full day of uninterrupted
sunshine, and the only moisture from the heavens that day
was beer frothing out of airborne cans, spilling over the
masses like short bursts of golden showers. Golden showers? God, I hope that was just beer in the air...
Despite all the crusty old people who say that Springfest
is nothing but an excuse to drink at the lake, I will hold my
ground firmly and protest their inability to recognize our
need to release tension, gather with friends, and yes, maybe
partake in a fine malt beverage twice or thrice.
Springfest was, and always will be, a party recognizing
the change of the seasons, and the change in people's
attitudes. It's like a booster for the spirit of the college
student — a jump start into the end of the year. A grouping
of 4,000 college-age people to celebrate being young, having fun, and drinking something other than carbonated
fructose-sucrose-corn syrupy sludge wrapped in the colors
of the American flag.
Despite the one good day on Saturday, I still wonder if
the disturbing trend of mediocre temperatures and halfsunny days will continue into the summer.
I notice the lack of green grass, the lack of big, green buds
on trees outside my house, I notice a lack of sunbathers at
the lake. I notice a lack of dry weather so I can take my bike
up into the bluffs without getting caught in a mudslide,
being swept down the front of a bluff, and ending up on the
roof of the car dealership on Highway 61.
I guess I'm just longing for the opportunity to sit on a
patch of grass and just be. Or I'm sniffing glue again.
Whatever. Monads are cool! (Read next week for more on
Monads.)

"FRUIT

Life's Too Short to Read This Crap
by Citizen Truth
COLUMNIST

O

UR HUMAN LIVES EXTEND
through but a tiny trillionth of a
second in the sweep of the universal
clock. The years pass quickly, and we
are temporary fixtures in the sphere of
life. In other words: Life is too short to
waste — we've got to live it up!
Life is too short to spend on silly
things like washing cars and playing
games. There's just not enough time.
We aren't living to the fullest unless
every moment is the most magnificent
dance imaginable. But don't get me
wrong—life is too short to spend time
dancing!
So many people walk around worrying about money, grades, health and
relationships. We don't have time for
that nonsense! In our short lives we
can't afford to waste time worrying.
Heck, we can't even afford to spend
one moment engaged in thought!
Life is too short to think. Life is too

short to kiss. Life is too short to take the
train. Life is too short to beat swords
into ploughshares. Life is too short to
work every day. Life is too short to
take naps. Life is too short to eat ice
cream. Life is too short to read the
newspaper. Life is too short to take
pictures. Life is too short to go to the
movies. Life is too short to listen to
songs by the rap artist Too Short.
I'll admit, I wasn't always this smart.
There was a time when I was blinded
by the fury of youth., I wasted my time
going to school, making friends and
hanging out at the malt shop. I threw
away my hours pursuing lust in the
backseats of cars, listening to the latest
musical acts and sneaking off to get
drunk. I even took calculus. What did
I know? I thought life would last for a
good, long time, and I assumed that
had the luxury of flitting away my
days on silliness and study. Now, I am
spiritually enlightened, and I realize
my childhood was a waste. I spent
time I didn't have! Life is too short to

cavort!
The truth is, life is too short to waste
time tying shoelaces. There's life to be
lived, kids! Don't go wasting it like
some poor fool! You've already wasted
valuable time (precious time!) reading
this. And I, an imperfect mortal, have
wasted expansive millennia of time
conceiving and writing this column!
Oh fye, nightmarish regret consumes
me!
Life is too short to go to the bathroom. Ever. Life is too short to inhale
and exhale on a consistent basis.
Sheesh, how can you expect to live if
you spend all your time breathing?
There is time for but one thing in
our tragically short , magical, musical
lives: to be nailed into a coffin and
buried, free to live without distraction.
Sadly, people aren't usually buried
unless they are dead. And who has
time to die? I certainly don't.

BOTH SIDES
OF THE COIN
Legal flag burning Burn it, spit on all
is American right who fought for it
his month a
rally will be held
to protest the desBy
ecration of the
American flag.
KRISTIN
Though acts such as
PIHILIPSON
burning the flag or
Opinion Columnist
dragging it on the
ground are legally
protected under the
First Amendment,
some politicians want to make it illegal.
Making it illegal would mean rewriting the First Amendment, a freedom Americans have had for over 200 years. In
that time the First Amendment has been challenged numerous times. No matter how many times it is challenged,
it should not be rewritten.
Flag desecration is no small part of the First Amendment. The right to free speech allows us to express our
feelings without fear of persecution. This freedom is something very few countries have. Why would we want to
repeal this freedom?
If flag burning was illegal, what other provisions of the
First Amendment could be subject to change? U.S. citizens
do not appreciate just how much freedom they have and
what the country would be like without these freedoms.
Flag burning is a way for people to voice their opinions. If
this was taken away, someday the nation could again
resort to McCarthyism, we could lose the right to speak out
against the government, or the United States could cease to
be a democratic government.
The scary part of the issue is our freedom of speech is
being challenged and scrutinized not by a local group of
individuals picketing or writing letters to Congress, but a
huge number of people rallying to protect the flag, sending
hundreds of letters to politicians supporting a change in
the First Amendment.
The flag is an inanimate object. Its symbolism to the
people of the United States is important, but it is not
something that is real or has feelings.
What do we as citizens of the United States lose by flag
burning? No one is injured, killed, or suffers as a direct
result. Perhaps some people feel embarrassed or think it
hurts national pride, but the fact remains it is just a flag.
I could burn my books and say that they represent
academics. Is anyone suffering as a result? Anyone could
throw their books in and join me, but only if the First
Amendment remains unchanged.
The First Amendment is being challenged every day A
library in Virginia is currently deciding if minors should be
allowed to read books on sex, homosexuality, drugs, abortion, and the occult. Civic groups are being told to act more
respectful toward the government. The list could go on
forever, but these cases are just a few of the examples of
how our freedoms could be restricted.

rr he Stars and
1 Stripes. The red,
white, and blue.
BY
The American
flag. For over two
JOSH
hundred years it
WILCOX
has been a sign of
Opinion Columnist
Americans' freedoms and rights to
do almost anything we want. Yet
over the last few decades a huge debate has arisen: Does
the First Amendment, that glorious little part of the Constitution, allow United States citizens the right to desecrate the very symbol of the right to free speech? Here's
how I see it.
As an American, I have the right to speak my mind,
and express my views, through various means of communication. This can be anything from editorials in newspapers to banners on my home to just about anything I can
think of. Does this right also mean that I can burn the very
symbol of it? I don't think so. Perhaps I should have the
right to do so, but I don't think it should be illegal. I'm sure
you're wondering how this makes sense. I see it like this.
If it weren't for that flag in the first place, we wouldn't
even have the opportunity to burn it. Think about other
countries: Think about a communist nation in which if
someone was caught burning a flag they could be put to
death instantly. Isn't that a pleasant thought.
I guess what bugs me the most about people desecrating the symbol of my freedom is the fact thatl have friends
and loved ones who have nearly lost their lives while
fighting for that flag. What would those legendary anonymous five soldiers at Iwo Jima say if they knew that some
unhappy group of individuals were trying to burn what
they had risked their lives to preserve? The flag is a
symbol which is just as powerful and worthy of respect as
the Christian crucifix. Why do you think 50,000 people at
a sporting event will all rise and turn to the flag when the
National Anthem is sung? Why do you see tears streaming down peoples' faces while the song is playing? Think
about it. It is the most universally known, most powerful
symbol of pride, hope, freedom, and respect I can think of.
If people want to make a statement about their unhappiness with the national government, do it in a way that
will get yourselves some positive attention. Write letters,
call your legislators. You, the people, have the power to
make change, but burning the symbol of my freedom isn't
the way to do it. The coolest t-shirt I have ever seen had an
American flag on the front of it, and underneath it said,
'Try burning this one A**HOLE!" If you want to bitch
about the problems at the national level, you damn well
better take a long moment to examine your own contributions to that problem. You have a voice. Let it be heard. But
don't you dare try to burn this one buddy.

©1995 SelsbergiOnion Features Syndicate

KAREN SEIBER
P tos hv
.7 Co News Editor

THIS WEEK'S QUESTION:

-

-

If your parents saw
you at Springfest,
what would they say?
Springfest in a nutshell
for all the parental-types
T is Saturday, Apri127, 1996... Do you know where your child ren are? If you
I happen to be the proud parent of
a Winona State student, I may be able
to give you a hint.
By KIMBERLY DAWOUD
On April 27th, your dutiful son or
Forum Columnist
daughter was probably neglecting
his/her studies and participating in
Springfest "activities." "What are
Springiest activities, you ask? Well, for those moms and dads who may be
curious to learn a few things about it, I'm obliged to fill you in.
As early as eight A.M. some students were already gathering together in
private parties, some began consuming alcohol. (And the operative word in
that sentence is "began"). By noon, many bars were jam packed with partying
students and loud music. Meanwhile, others could be seen on their relentless
journeys towards the lake, carrying an open beer in one hand and the rest of
the case in the other. For some, a case or two just wasn't enough. So, they
brought themselves a baby pool and filled it up with, you guessed it, beer.
Entering the fenced area outside the pavillion, there were several policemen seemingly standing guard.This scene, probably would havebeen pretty
intimidating to any under-age students entering except that many were
already too drunk to care. Anyway, they were only checking for glass bottles.
And it's a good thing they checked because once inside, open cans of beer
were flying in practically every direction, ensuring that many people, if not
all, would leave with their clothes saturated in beer.
There were two bands which helped to entertain the sloshed masses.
However, even with only a brief observation of the crowd, it appeared as if
they could have had just as much fun entertaining themselves. There were
people running around all over, chasing each other like little kids. Others
were passed around from one set of shoulders to the next. While the other
extreme relaxed with a beer while sitting on the couches they brought with
them.
The most unique 'activity' was when a group of "Springfesters" lifted a
couch into the air while someone was still dancing on it, and then passed it
around above the crowd. Others who were busy dancing, would sometimes
form giant mosh pits. In case you're wondering what those are, parents, it's
quite a dance. People jump around a lot and simultaneously, literally, slam
into one another. I imagine that the scene looks like some kind of psychotic
human wave pool from high above
And finally, by the end of the long, hard day of heavy drinking, dancing
and socializing you may have found your kid passed out somewhere, or
headed to yet, another drinking destination. Maybe you would have shook
your head in disbelief, or maybe, just maybe, you would have joined them?

She would have cried, and then
knocked me down like everyone
else did.

Jesus Christ!

Jay Parker
freshman
undecided major

Zak Zabrosky
sophomore
business management major

She would've been there with
me.
Carisa Braun
sophomore
communication studies major

She'd probably say, "You can
drink, just don't get drunk".
Amy Stenzel
junior
speech, theater and english
education major

My mom would've killed me. I
told my dad to be proud that we
weren't passed out by 11. He
told me not to get too drunk.

Who the hell is this kid?

Rachel L' Heureux
senior

Kevin Odberg
freshman
undecided major

She would have wanted to join
in.

Watch your sister!

Eric Gordon
sophomore
advertising major

Ann Whitwam
freshman
nursing major

public relations major
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John McCutcheon plays for the ears, hands, and hearts of WSU
By SALLY MILLER
Variety Reporter

L

photo courtesy of WSU Public Into

John McCutcheon performed last Thursday to raise money for the American Sign Language Club.

ast Thursday night, Somsen Auditorium was filled with the sounds of
watermelon seeds being spit, rubber
"flubbing," some good ol' blues riffs,
mixed together with a healthy dose of
storytelling...folk style.
John McCutcheon, internationally
loved folk singer/story teller, brought
his brand of folk-blues-jazz-rock-Caribbean music to Winona State University for his third annual Earth Day
concert at Winona State.
The concert, which was sponsored
by the Winona State's American Sign
Language Club, drew a crowd of 300350 people.
The diversity of the audience
seemed to indicate McCutcheon's
wide-spread popularity. In one corner
of the auditoriurnian older couple held
hands, bouncing their knees in time
with the beat. In another corrier,small
children danced excitedly. In between,
people of all ages and personalities
were clapping their hands and singing
along to the music.
It didn't matter what song he sang,

HERE SHE COMES

I I

the minute he started singing it, someone could be heard cheering from
somewhere in the auditorium.
The children seemed to enjoy the
"Watermelon Song," which came complete with slurping and seed-spitting,
and the "Rubber Song," which had
words that weren't words, but
sounded, well, rubbery.
The crowd, which was tame at first,
became more enthusiastic as
McCutcheon demonstrated his mastery of many instruments. He did some
heavy-duty banjo picking, then picked
up his guitar and did some blues riffs,
then went the piano and banged out a
variety of folk and jazz. But it was his
skill of the dulcimer hammer, of which
he is considered world-wide to be a
master, that the audience enjoyed. On
the dulcimer hammer, an instrument
that could only be described as a
stringed xylophone that sounds much
like a harp, he played songs that were
both funky and jazzy, and at times,
New Age.
McCutcheon made children across
the auditorium want to join in with
him as he sang a children's song. Then,
as he sang a moving peace-song about
an English veteran of World War I, his
voice suddenly took on the accent of a

blue-collar worker from Liverpoole,
England.
Between songs, the audience
learned about some of John's youthful
exploits in Wausau, Wisc., and some
of his experiences from over twenty
years as an international musician.
Standing next to him on stage was
one person who knew quite a bit about
John's experiences as a child. While
John made music for the ears, his sister, Patty McCutcheon made music for
the eyes...for Deaf fans of
McCutcheon's. Patty is Winona State's
coordinator of services for Deaf and
hard of hearing, and advisor to the
ASLC.
John had used artistic interpreters
in concert long before his sister ever
learned signing, but in 1987, his interpreter was unable to finish the tour.
Patty, who had been signing for just
under a decade, stepped in for the last
four engagements. She found she enjoyed artistic interpretation and now,
when her brother comes to WSU, she
does the interpreting.
"I love John's concerts," said Cathy
Sanden, who has been Deaf since birth.
Cathy's husband, Wayne, is also Deaf,

See Earth Day, page 9

MS. WSU .. .

Ms. WSU contestants strut
their stuff in the 'Wild West"
certificate to Chucker's were given to
lucky audience members.
The events closed with an eveningwear competition and a question and
answer segment.
The coronation was performed by
hirteen Winona State Univer- director, James Walsh, and assistant
sity women competed in the fifth an- director, Kyle Kreuser. The winner of
nual "Ms. WSU" contest hosted by Pi Ms WSU 1996 was Heather Docken,
Lambda Phi fraternity last Tuesday, sponsored by the Prentiss-Lucas Hall
April 23rd. The event raised money council. The runner-up was Summer
for the Adrenoleukodystrophy (ALD) Ackerman, sponsored by the Greek
Council. Jennifer Bastian, who was
Foundation.
The evening began with the open- sponsored by Phi Theta Chi, won most
ing dance, choreographed by Michael audience support, which was deterKlinkhammer, which portrayed the mined by an audience poll taken betheme of the evening: "Wild, Wild, fore the event.
Other participating contestants
West."
The talent competition continued were Kay Wendling, sponsored by Pi
the theme featuring acts such as "Ca- Lambda Phi; Brenda Pikal, Sheehan
lamity Jane," and a performance of Hall council; Meggan Herrmann,
"Lifestyles of the Not So Rich and Cheer Team; Faith Oberlander,
Famous." Variations from the west- Lourdes Hall Council; Nicole Carlsen,
ern motif included acts such as a Student Senate; Leah Pollman, Sigma
Beatles Medley and the foiling of a Sigma Sigma; Jennie Kelter, Wenonah
potential "felon" by members of Se- Players; Jenna Fox, Inner Resident Hall
Council; and Jenny Guse, Winona
curity.
The night began with prizes State Security. Judges were Dr. Fred
awarded to matching ticket stub own- Foss, Bonnie Woodford, Don Walski,
ers, but when a lack of matching num- and Joe Reed.
Pi Lambda Phi thanked all particiber holders were found, the masters
of the ceremony, Pi Lambda Phi mem- pants, audience members, and judges
bers Shane Berry and Matt Shea, re- for their contributions to a worthy
sorted to giving prizes away to audi- cause.
The event was sponsored by Holience members willing to work for
them. Throughout the evening prizes day Inn, Perkins, Hot Fish Liquor,
such as a $10 gift certificate to Subway, Bub's, Chucker's, Jefferson's,
Godfather's, two movie tickets, a six- Roses Only Floral, Cinema 4, and
Jennie Kelter, standing, competes in the talent competition with the help of Shane Berry during Ms. WSU in Somsen Auditorium on
inch sub from Subway, and a $20 gift Godfather's Pizza.

By MARTIN MORAN
Variety Reporter

T

April 23.

Todd Gontarek/Staff Photographer

Powwow to appear ASLC buys compliance
at Winona State kit to aid Deaf guests
By PAUL ALLEN
Variety Reporter

T

Thlrza Defoe, a 13-year-old hoop dancer from Milwaukee, Wis.
will be performing at the Powwow at Memorial Field on May 4-5.

he Winona State Native American Heritage and Awareness Club will
be presenting its Second Annual Native American Powwow this Saturday
and Sunday at Maxwell Field.
The event will include three feature
presentations at 1 and 7 p.m. on Saturday and 1 p.m. Sunday. There will be
a $5 admission for the general public
and $2.50 for senior citizens and those
with WSU I.D. Tickets include both
day's festivities.
This will be the second year that
Native American tribal members will
come together to perform music and
dance. In addition, some 26 arts, crafts,
and concession booths will beset up to
display and sell their native art and
cuisine.
Brice Wilkinson, Winona State
Communication Studies professor and
head of the Native American Heritage
and Awareness Club, said, "One of the
goals of this club has been to bring a
powwow to Winona State, and we've
done that."
Last year when Wilkinson went on
sabbatical, he studied African and
Native American rhetoric and oratory.
It was then that he decided that he

wanted to bring a powwow to Winona
State.
"After being on sabbatical I had
enough connections to only get the
best people to run the Powwow. We
then just turned the event over to them,
which is why it was so successful,"
said Wilkinson.
Of those individuals who make the
Powwow such a great success are special feature performers Thirza Defoe
and Lakota George Estes.
Defoe is a 13-year-old hoop dancer
from Milwaukee. She has performed
at the Opening Ceremonies for the
Barcelona Olympic Games and has also
been profiled in Native American Artist

Magazine .
Estes, a member of the Lakota Brule
Tribe, is a popular children's story teller
and flute maker. He has composed
and performed background music for
television documentaries and is now
developing the musical score for an
upcoming movie.
This year's Powwow will also feature WSU senior Jodie Shopteese as
Head female dancer. Ian Littlejohn
frqm La Crosse, Wis. will be the Head
male dancer.
As a pre-Powwow event, Winona
La Duke will be speaking Thursday in
Stark Auditorium at 7:30 p.m. La Duke

See Powwow, page 9

By SALLY MILLER
Variety Reporter

T

he Winona State University
American Sign Language Club's is
adding up the money. Nearly a week
after their annual Earth Day concert
featuring folk singer John McCutcheon, the club is still figuring the
total profits from the concert. Tickets
sold for $5 and $10, and with a estimated 300-400 people in attendance,
the ASLC executive committee is confident that the club reached it's goal of
raising enough money to purchase a
compliance kit for Deaf guest to use at
area hotels.
According to Jamie Virnig, ASLC
president, the group took in over $2,000
at the door, and also sold advertising
in their concert program. Virnig said it
was too early to estimate the club's
profit, but said he felt certain enough
money had been raised to buy the kit,
as well as additional items for the club.
Club members have been raising
money for the kit since last year. The
club also collected a percentage of the
sales from McCutcheon tapes and
CD's, which were available for purchasebefore, during, and after theconcert.
"Music sales jumped considerable

immediately after the concert," said
Dwain Miller, ASLC vice-president.
After McCutcheon's 1995 concert,
the group discussed using the profits
from this year's concert to purchase
the kit, which they felt would be helpful to Deaf people visiting the area.
The kit, which contains several devices used by Deaf, will be lent to area
hotel for use with Deaf guest who
make reservations. There will be no
charge for using the kit, but club members say they continue to encourage
hotel managers to purchase their own
kits, in compliance with the American
Disabilities Act.
"The kit is available for the use of
Deaf hotel guests that make reservations, but if a Deaf person is just driving through Winona, and stops, the
hotels won't have access to the kit,"
said Dwain Miller, ASLC vice-president.
"Without the kit, a Deaf person
won't know if a smoke alarm has gone
off," he said.
"The kit contains a smoke detector,
which is plugged into an outlet, and
emits a pulsating light and a highfrequency alarm (for hard-of-hearing
people)" Miller said.
In addition to the smoke detector,
the kit also contains a shaking-bed

See Kit, page 9
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MUSIC REVIEW

Heavy InHere is escape from reality
IMPRESSIONS FROM THE

---- H Y P 4GEIL.71v1R an di with an eye

By SCOTT
MUELLER
Music Critic

By DEAN KORDER
Columnist

R

andi, with an eye toward the sky, found herself remembering Alice and thinking of a way to make her Misty Misty taste less
like vodka and more like cherry. She added Kool-Aid and took a
taste. Randi, with an eye toward the sky, grimaced and added
more Kool-Aid. "Better," she thought to herself as took another sip
and got up to look at the world outside her window.
People were already filing by like pilgrims on the road to
intoxication and occasionally one would stop and look at Randi,
with an eye to the sky, and wonder what she was looking at up
there. Yet, they continued to make their way past her window on
their way to the place where all the drunkards would meet today
to honor spring.
While Randi, with an eye toward the sky, was sipping her
contrived concoction and looking out the window, the final preparations had begun less than a mile away. The pavilion was being
protected by a row of porto-potties and red fencing. The security
forces had moved in and were preparing for the onslaught of
college kids that would soon flood the lake park with bodies. The
defenses were up, but the swarms would soon file through the well
guarded entrances to be searched (and sometimes seized) before
positioning themselves strategically in front of the flatbed where
the bands would soon be playing bad cover tunes.
The local police were already out patrolling the streets with
the zeal of oversexed orangutans with hard-ons. Every year they
looked forward to this event. It was their chance to collect enough
fines to buy new patrol cars and finance the Policeman's Ball. Not
that they were doing a bad job, but hell always has a way of
connecting up with trying to have some fun. Then again, drunk
people can be idiots. Just ask Randi.
Randi, with an eye to the sky, drained her Misty Misty and was
considering what else she could mix with her vodka to enhance her
chance of getting crusty? She hated the taste of alcohol, but wanted
so much to get drunk that she was willing to mix the vodka with
pizza sauce if it would make it tastebetter. She left the window and
went to the kitchen to see what her roommates had left behind.
Randi, with an eye toward the light in the refrigerator, found
a can of diet fudge soda and proceeded to mix herself a drink. She
went and sat on the couch and, as she watched images of cartoon
super heroes, she drank. At 12:30 in the afternoon, she put on her
trademark baseball cap and headed over to a friends.
The Mustard Man had already had enough liquor in his
system to put down an elephant, but, hell, it was his last Springfest,
provided he managed to get a C in theory this quarter. Today it
didn't matter, nothing mattered, and when Randi, with an eye
toward the sky (it was hard to see because of the baseball hat),
walked by him, he knew it was time to hit the lake. He hooted and
hollered and went to change into his flannel boxer shorts. After
changing into his party outfit, he made the announcement that it
was time to go to Springfest! The house cleared out and their small
band of merry men and fair maidens (including Randi) made the
pilgrimage.
Three of them had public intoxication and open bottle tickets
before they even got to the lake. One of them, instead of experiencing the dunk tank, was headed for the drunk tank. The Mustard
Man barely escaped incarceration and Randi, with an eyp toward
the sky, was oblivious to it all.
She was remembering Alice and trying to find some sort of
closure in her alcoholic haze. But, before she could come to some
sort of reconciliation, she lost her concentration when her inebriation caused her to stumble and fall. Randi, with her eye toward the
back of the Mustard Man's calves, puked and was then pulled off
the ground. She wiped her mouth with the back of her hand,
belched, and managed a smile. Then, Randi, with an eye toward
the ground, found her baseball hat, put it on, and continued
toward the lake like nothing had happened.
Randi, with an eye on each step, steadied herself and walked
slowly. As they joined up with other pilgrims, the Mustard Man
got merrier and laughed and danced and made a genuine fool of
himself. The pilgrims all laughed as he pulled down his pants and
showed them his hind end. And the Mustard Man sang as he
pranced along and the pilgrims all joined in behind him. 'This old
man he played with himself and ended up on the cutting room
floor looking like a sixty year old whore without a note in her box
or a light in her fridge. It seems we'll all end up dead. So, let's have
some fun. Let's drink some rum. Let's get it on. Let's get it done.
Springfest is a world of fun. So, come with me everyone."
Sure the song had no point and made no sense, but then again
we're not talking nuclear physicist when it comes to the Mustard
Man.
Now, just before the group gets in the gate, Randi, with an eye
toward the sky, went down roughly. She passed out face down
and not even the Mustard Man could get her up again. She lay
there and groups of guys came by and had their pictures taken
with her. They laid on top of her and pretended to do things to her
that nice people don't do and the Mustard Man, with his thin little
grin, joined in the "fun" too. He pulled down his pants and jumped
on Randi's back and rode her like a dead hippopotamus. The
crowd all laughed and almost pissed their pants at the show the
Mustard Man was putting on. No one had enough sense to ask if
Randi was all right. "It serves her right," they all thought as they
all shuffled by and Randi, with an eye rolled up in the back of her
head, slept unknowingly.
A passing friend made the charade end when she came to
Randi's aid. She held her friend and made the assholes go away.
The Mustard Man, with no other plan and no thought of Randi,
went into the party.
Once inside, the Mustard Man continued to show off his
stupidity. He grabbed some girl and told her to have sex with him.
"Come on it's Springfest," he prompted. The poor drunken
woman complied and, oblivious to the crowd around her, paid
homage to the Mustard Man's manhood. He grinned his thin little
grin. She wiped her mouth with the back of her hand, belched and
managed a smile. The Mustard Man thanked her by pouring beer
over her head and ignoring her. Around him Springfest got uglier
and uglier, but still maintained some sense of good natured
partying. It went on like this for hours.
The Mustard Man went over to reminisce with some old
friends at about the same time Randi, with an eye on the blades of
grass in front of her, was waking up. Her friend, as nameless as the
invisible man, helped Randi, with an i, to her feet and brushed her
off. Randi, with an eye toward the ground, found her baseball hat
and put it on. She thanked her friend and asked her to help her to
the nearest porto-potty. The woman waited outside while Randi,
with an eye toward the blue ceiling of the porto-potty, remembered Alice and straightened herself up. When she came out, the
band was playing its last song.
Meanwhile, the Mustard Man was goofing around with his
friends and had inadvertently tumbled into a group of alumni that
did n't think the Mustard Man was particularly funny or amusing.
One of them, a big nosed Italian, picked the Mustard Man up by the
collar of his Springfest tee-shirt and then kicked his ass. The
Mustard Man lay there bleeding and unconscious as the band
played its last song.
And, somewhere Randi, with a tear in her eye, sighed, "There's
always next year!"

I

needed a reality check after this
weekend. How could I unwind from
the excitement and fear of landing my
first real job and the activities that
lasted far beyond Lake Park? A friend
pointed me in the direction of one Eric
Matthews, who in Rolling Stone,
trounced Nirvana as "young guys
without a particular clue or mission."
I was beginning to like this guy already.
Weaned from the Beach Boys, Burt
Bacharach, and Love, this Gresham,
Ore. native grew up a classical trumpet player with ambitions of playing
with the Boston Symphony Orchestra.
In 1994 he joined up with Australian Richard Davies to form the duo
Cardinal, which produced some oldfashioned pop music. Their self titled
release was hailed by Rolling Stone as
one of the strongest releases of the
year.
-

Late last year Matthews released
his solo debut album It's Heavy In Here.
The album is entirely orchestrated and
conducted by Matthews. That's right
. . . violin, viola, flute, oboe, cello, recorder and harpsichord. And the album is on the Seattle grunge-noise
label—Sub Pop Records.
That might just be the hardest thing
to swallow about Eric Matthews.
Here's an artist, with lush and timeless
arrangements (both vocally and instrumentally), playing in an area better suited for flash-in-the-pan granola
grunge.
William Loren said in the liner
notes, "I suppose it could be argued
the before mentioned noise-makers of
the world served some purpose, but I
think Eric believes that world is over
and that he has a better way to offer."
And a better way it is. Starting with
the triumphant "Fanfare" (where
Matthews blasts his trumpet talent
right out), he's cooler and lusher than
Seal. "Soul Nation Select Them" is ala
Blue Nile and Terrence Trent D'Arby.
In addition to trumpet, Matthews
manages to play electric guitar, acoustic guitar, organ, bass, piano and harpsichord—all self-taught.
"Forging Plastic Pain" has deeper,
dreary vocals reflected in the lyrics:
"Make it easy to weep/Don't wait until
I die/Speakin' easy, hush/Early exit
exists way up high/Finding weight/
In your words."
Stripped down simplicity is the
norm on the aptly-titled "Faith To
Clay"—instrumentation is solely an
acoustic guitar, a harpsichord and
Matthews' voice.

Performed even more beautifully—with just Matthews' lush voice,
piano and the occasional trumpet
sounds—is "Fried Out Broken Girl."
On the face of things, that might seem
to be the title of a grunge song that
Matthews is so adamant about despising.
Matthews' influences from decades
past come through most clearly on
"Angels For Crime." You'll hear Pet
Sounds here: "Middle of the week/
Can I come and see you/Can I come be

aroused?"
Middle of the week, end of the week,
end of a Monday. It doesn't matter
when you listen to Eric Matthews. We
all know it can get heavy out there, but
what's the weight in It's Heavy In Here?
The answer is simple. Timeless music
you can always turn to for escape.
The Winonan is looking for a Music
Critic for the 1996-97 year. If you are
interested, stop by the Winonan and fill
out an application today.

LITERARY REVIEW

Deadly dinosaurs endanger The Lost World
Crichton's sequil shows the years after the disaster and downfall of Jurassic Park
remain silent about all of the occur-

By MAUREEN
ASFELD
Literary Critic
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re there dinosaurs alive? Is
there somewhere on Earth where dinosaurs live, breathe, and breed? Is a
small island in Costa Rica the home for
these "extinct" creatures?
It's now six years after that disastrous scientific experiment at Jurassic
Park, and the best-selling author,
Michael Crichton, provides the thrilling sequ i I called The Lost World.
In the summer of 1989, a secret
scientific experiment goes belly-up. A
company, International Genetic Technologies of Palo Alto (InGen), creates a
secret base in Costa Rica where they
scientifically engineer "raptors,"

THE LOST MEI
"compys," and "trikes."
But then disaster strikes and the
dinosaurs turn on their creators. This
small island in Costa Rica becomes a
deadly place where a fierce battle for
life is waged between master and beast.
InGen soon goes bankrupt and pays
enormous amounts of money to silence any enraged scientists who survived. The scientists are also required
by a stipulation in their contracts to

rence that happened at Jurassic Park.
However, no matter how much the
company, principle owners, and the
Costa Rican government want to silence the matter for good, they can't.
Rumors still spread among the local
people and the scientific community;
rumors that can't be silenced.
And these rumors reach a receptive
audience in Richard Levine, the heir to
the Becky doll fortune. He sponsors a
research expedition to Costa Rica to
discover if there is any truth in the
rumors about atypical animals living
in the jungle.
Levine wants to discover a Lost
World, an evolutionary theory that
most scientists have discarded as
purely hypothetical fantasy. He argues that not all of the dinosaurs on
every continent could have died about
the same time from behavioral responses.
Ian Malcom, a survivor from Jurassic Park, is back in this sequel. He and
Sarah Harding head up a field team to
investigate these rumors.
They discover another research base
that appears to have been working
parallel to Jurassic Park, using the same
research. And lo and behold, their
electricity is still on but no one is there.
It appears that the research contin-

ued after the Jurassic Park disaster yet
it appears to have stopped sometime
before the research team arrived on
the scene.
During their research they discover a baby "Rex" that is hurt. While
Malcom and Harding try to help it, its
parents show up. And they are very
protective parents who want their child
back!
Michael Crichton has written another block-buster with The Lost World.
I wouldn't be surprised if this novel is
turned into a movie like many of his
other works.
The Lost World is a page-turning
thriller that turns the table on a world
that believed it was safe. Something
has survived and it isn't friendly.
The raptors are back in their full,
evil force. However, maybe this time
Crichton has gotten rid of them. Unless of course he writes another sequel
and they come back.
Crichton, a native from Chicago,
has written The Andromeda Strain,
The Great Train Robbery, Congo, Jurassic Park, Rising Sun, and Disclosure. He is also the creator of the
television series ER.
If you are interested in being our 199697 literary critic, stop by the Winonan and
fill out an application.

MOVIE REVIEW

The Quest, underdeveloped plot provides
entertainment for only VanDamme fans
By Brian
James Fair
MovioCritic

The Quest\

1

Third Drawer
Action
Rated PG 13
Director: Jean Claude
VanDamme
Case Jean Claude
VanDamme
Roger Moore
James Remar

Top Drawer.---Must See
Second Drawer.--Give it a chance
Third Drawer.--It could be worse
Bottom Drawer.--Avoid at all cost
Circular File----.Trash

I

f you've ever seen a VanDamme
movie, you've seen everything in The
Quest The movie is essentially a remake of Bloodsport, combined with

various elements of all of his later films.
However, there are enough changes
and minor details that make seeing it
worthwhile, if you enjoy this type of
movie.
The most interesting detail is the
return of Roger Moore (Lord Edgar
Dobbs) to the big screen. Any fan of
James Bond will enjoy seeing Roger
Moore once again.
Another interesting fact is that The
Quest is Jean Claude VanDamme's
directorial debut, which is only noteworthy and not groundbreaking. Considering that Braveheart was Mel
Gibson's directorial debut it is quite
clear that directing is not VanDamme's
strong point. The final point is only of
interest to fans of Jean Claude
VanDamme or the martial arts. The
Quest's co-writer is Frank Dux, the
main character of VanDamme's first
movie Bloodsport . From 1975 to 1980
Frank Dux fought in 329 matches and
retired undefeated as the World
Heavyweight Full Contact Kumite
Champion. He currently holds four
world records and founded the first
American ninjitsu system. Frank Dux's
assistance with the storyline and the
decision to use actual fighters give The
Quest a realistic edge in its fight scenes
and overall appearance.
The movie opens as an old man
(Jean Claude VanDamme) enters a
small tavern in New York, and after a

brief conflict with some local thugs, the advantage that the movie doesn't
begins to tell the story of his quest.
feel rushed.
His story begins in Tibet 1925, as
In the movie's defense, it does have
the Priests of the Lost City prepare for some of the most realistic fight scenes
a tournament that will draw the best I have seen in quite some time. The one
fighters from all corners of the world exception is the final battle, which into fight for a dragon made of solid volves VanDamme pushing the limits
gold. But it is in New York that Chris of human endurance, only to call upon
DuBois (VanDamme) starts out, as a an endless supply of inner strength,
street performer and a thief. Chris is just like he does in every movie. Anthe leader of a small group of homeless other plus is Roger Moore's character
children and he takes care of them like Lord Dobbs, who is not only the most
their adoptive father, stealing only as a interesting character in the film, but is
means to get by. However, Chris actually the driving forcebehind Chris
makes the mistake of stealing from the and his quest.
Mafia and soon finds himself on the
The Quest is a third drawer movie
run, and later trapped by gun-runners simply because of a plot that never
on a ship bound for the Orient. Chris develops into anything, and it's nothis later rescued from captivity by Lord ing new. However, there are fans of
Dobbs (Roger Moore) Captain in the Jean Claude VanDamme that will not
Royal Navy (or at least that's what he be disappointed, because if nothing
claims). The Quest is such a short else, The Quest is classic VanDamme.
movie (less than 90 minutes) that if I
reveal any more of the plot there will
not be anything left to see.
Seen a good movie lately1
The Quest is one of the most averTell us about it.
age films I have seen recently, and it
seemsbest suited fora matinee or home
rental. The plot is basic, to say the
Apply for the Winonan's
least, but it is better than other movies
of this genre. The plot moves along
1996-97 movie critic
swiftly enough that even without some
position in Krysko
important details it remains entertaining. However, it is also very short, and
Commons
while The Quest doesn't reach as far as
it should in some areas, it does have
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Powwow

Earth Day

Continued from page 7
in December of 1994 as one of 50 young yet both were signing along with the
leaders "who have the ambition, vi- songs, as their two hearing sons were
sion and community spirit to help us singing along. It was a bi-lingual contravel into a new millennium."
cert, that even went "tri-lingual," as
Lakota George Estes is tentatively John put it, at one point.
scheduled to hold a workshop in Stark
"Poost sig dah bood yet solntsay,
from 4-7 p.m. Friday. It will be the Poost sig dah bood yet nyebah, Poost
third workshop he has held at WSU if sig dah bood yet mama, Poost sig dah
it comes about.
boo doo yah," John sang in Russian.
"We're very lucky to get the both of
In 1991, McCutcheon launched the
them to come to WSU," said Wilkinson. first ever joint tour of a Russian and an
Last year's pow wow brought in American folk singer with 1991's USsome 2,500 people and it is expected USSR Friendship Tour, playing to
that this year's turnout will be just as packed houses in both countries.
good if not better. Weather has been
After teaching the audience to sing
taken into consideration of course, so the song, he tried to guess what they
in the event of rain the pow wow will were thinking.
be moved into Mc Cown Gymnasium.
"So, you're wondering what kind
"We'd like the students to come out of Communist propaganda this is,
and support us at the pow wow. It's a which was written by a seven-yeargreat academic and extra-curricular old Russian girl, right?" he asked.
program for everyone to take part in,"
"May there always be sunshine,
said Wilkinson.
may there always be blue skies, may
there always be mama, may there always be me," he sang.
While he sang, his sister was sing-

Kit

Continued from page 7
alarm, a remote door bell, and a TTY,
which are all hooked up to a module
that Miller described as "the brains of
the whole outfit."
The module is a box that is connected to a standard room lamp. The
lamp blinks if the special remote doorbell that is attached to the outside of
the room door is pressed, or if the TTY
rings. The module has a standard LED
clock, which the shaking bed alarm is
attached to.
The shaking bed alarm is a oneinch thick three-inch disk that is slipped
under the pillow. When the alarm goes
off, the bed shakes.
During
intermission
of
McCutcheon's concert, Virnig announced to the audience that preliminary totals showed the profits from
that evening's concert had made possible the purchase of the kit.
Virnig also told the crowd that additional books and video-tapes would
be purchased and added to the club's
resource library.

Mental illness
has warning signs, too.
For a free booklet
about mental illness, call :
1-800-969-NM HA.

Learn to see the warning signs.

ing in sign. After learning the Russian
lyrics, the audience learned how to
sign it. Finally, as the song was sung in
Russian, then English, John told everyone to sing with sign, not using
their voices.
"Music is one way people from different cultures come together," he said.
"He is so multi-talented," said Carol
Lontz, professor of sociology/social
work.
"His songs are so wholesome.
They're songs that the whole family
can enjoy, together," she said.
She brought her children Philip,12,
Sarah, 10, and Kristen,nine, and a family friend, Catey Rank, 11. The children all agreed that the whimsical
"Watermelon" song was their favorite. Two of the children were so impressed by the music, they bought CD's
during intermission.
"I didn't think I'd like it," said
Philip. "But I really do."
Lontz said she bought one of
McCutcheon's CD's the day before the
concert, and that was the first time she
had heard his music.
"We played it all night-we loved
it!" she said. "We're definitely coming
back next year!"
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Bethany Cartledge
In-line skater.
T-ball slugger
Drunh driving victim.
January 18, 1994
Cheraw, SC

If you don't stop someone from driving drunk, who will? Do ∎vhatever it takes.

FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK.
U.S. Deportment of Transportation

National Mental Health Association ra!

BEST FRIEND
thought
she might be
PREGNANT,
I took her to
BIRTHRIGHT."
Birthright offers confidential
pregnancy tests, helpful
resources, answers to your
questions, and a friend to listen
it to vou...all for free.

Birthright

24-hour hotline: 452.2421
Office: 920 W. 5th St.

Applications for WSU
parking permits for lots
"A, "B", and."C" are
available and must be
completed between May 1
and May 24 to be eligible
for the spring drawing.
A designated number of
guaranteed "A' lot
permits will be sold on a
first come first serve
basis, May 20 thru May 24.

Shirley Mounce
Parking Coordinator
Sheehan Hall
457-5062
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WINONA STATE'S FIRST STUDENT NEWSPAPER

Softball takes 1-4 from UW-River Falls; sweeps UW-Eau Claire and UM-Morris
By GRANT CHRISTIANSON
Sports Reporter

T

his past week has been like a
roller coaster ride for the Winona State
University women's softball team. Onto
day, the team may be on top of their
game and then the next day they may
be totally cold.
On Sunday, Winona State's women
traveled to the University of Wisconsin-River Falls for a double-header.
WSU was on the downward swing
of the roller coaster in dropping both
games to UW-River Falls. In the first
game, WSU's Michelle Pelzl went 2-4,
Michelle Kelsey also went 2-4, and
Cami Bowersox went 2-3. The offense
was there but the defensive support

wasn't.
Pitcher Kate Johnson went two and
two thirds innings and gave up three
runs on seven hits. Johnson received
the loss as UW-River Falls defeated
WSU in the first game 6-2.
In the second game, Kelley
Klaverkamp and Chrissy Clements
both went 2-3 at the plate, while
Bowersox went 1-2 with two RBI's.
But unfortunately, this was not enough
as WSU dropped the second game 6-5.
Getting the loss was Kristine
Dzurison who scattered eight hits and
gave up six runs, four of which were
earned.
On Saturday, WSU continued on
the roller coaster ride with UW-River
Falls and went over a little bump then

continued downwards.
In the first game against UW-River
Falls, the game went into extra innings
as WSU defeated UW-River Falls by a
score of 2-1 in eight innings.
The two runs came after a single by
Shannon Smith, another by Pelzl, then
a triple by Kelly Hinz. Pitcher Kristine
Dzurison scattered four hits and got
the complete game win in an impressive outing.
In the nightcap, the only offense
came from Hinz and her solo RBI.
Dzurison took credit for the lost and
gave up three hits, losing 3-1.
Both games were continually interrupted by numerous Springfest goer's. On one occasion, an individual
ran out onto the field and offered the

Inconsistent Warriors split series, again

By SCOTT

KRAMP

Assistant Sports Editor

I

f splitting doubleheaders was the
most important part of baseball, the
Winona State University's Warriors
would be one of the best teams in the
country.
On April 27, Winona State split a
pair of games with the St. Cloud State
Huskies, dropping game one 6-3, and
winning a 7-6 thriller in the eighth
inning in game two.
Adam Bestel took the loss for the
Warriors in the opener as he surrendered six runs in five innings.
Shortstop Mike Shromoff, second
baseman Shannon Lester and pinch
hitter Dan Weinmann drove in the
three WSU runs.
In game two, it was newcomer Dave
Campbell who provided the dffensive
spark for the Warriors.
Campbell (4-5, 2 RBI's), who had
been playing on the junior varsity
squad until recently, drove in the game
winner in extra innings to give the
Warriors a 7-6 victory.
"Dave has been a very pleasant surprise for us," said WSU head coach
Gary Grob. "Almost every time we've
penciled him in the lineup, he's provided timely hits for our ballclub."
Lefty Jeff Weinkauf got the win for
the Warriors in relief of Ryan Johnson
and Joe Connors.
On April 26 and 27, the Warriors
played four games against Northern
Sun Intercollegiate Conference rival
Southwest State University.
Surprise, they split with the Mustangs and won a game each day.
In game one, WSU's offense was
dormant as they fell to Southwest State
y a 6-2 score.
Warrior starter Brian Hronski gave
up two homeruns in the contest to
Todd Gontarek/Staff Photographer
Scott Biniek and Eric Ostmoe of the
Dan Welnmann, leaping, goes for an out during the first game Mustangs to seal the victory for Southof a double header on April 23 against UM-Morris. Winona beat west State.
Came two provided extra inning
Morris 5-2, but lost the second game 0-1.

excitement as the Warriors pulled off a
6-5 win. Reliever Ryan Johnson got
the win for the Warriors despite giving up two runs in one and two thirds
innings of work.
Shromoff (2-4, 3 RBI's) and
Campbell (2-5, 1 RBI) were the Warriors leaders in game two.
Designated hitter Aaron Braund (24) and catcher Kurt Molls (2-3) also
swung big sticks for WSU.
On Saturday, the Warriors fell in
game one by a 3-2 score as shaky WSU
defense hurt senior hurler Greg
Posewitz.
In the nightcap, Winona State's bats
again came alive as they recorded a 97 victory over the Mustangs.
Dan Weinmann pitched two and
one third innings of no-pit ball in relief
of starter Andy Wiedl who was rocked
for seven runs in less than five innings
of work.
Shromoff (3-4) played long ball as
he hit a dinger and scored two runs.
Center fielder Chad Shroeder (2-5),
first baseman Pat McKinney (2-4, 2
RBI's, 2 runs) and third baseman Jaime
Olsoii (2-4, 2 RBI's, 3 runs) all sparked
the WSU attack.
"There were six exciting games this
weekend," said Grob. "We're playing
much steadier as a team, and I'm feeling better about the way we've been
playing as of late."
On April 23, WSU split with the
University of Minnesota-Morris.
In game one, Braund (3-3, 1 RBI)
and Weinmann (1-3, 2 RBI's) led the
Warrior offense, and Posewitz (7 IP, 2
K)took care of business on the mound
as the Warriors won 5-2.
Game two proved to be a pitchers
duel between the Warriors' Wiedl (7
IP, 2 R, 5 K) and the Cougars' Matt
Witte (7 IP, 7 K).
The only runs of the ballgame came
when Wiedl loaded the bases and
uncorked a wild pitch, scoring one
run.
Moments later, a passed ball was
charged to Braund, bringing in the
second run.
This turned out to be a stroke of bad
luck as Wiedl pitched very well the
rest of the game.
WSU's bats and pitchers have just
not been on the same page for most of
this season, and that is evident from
this last string of games.
The Warriors will be having five
game homestand, starting with Bemidji
State Univeersity on Friday and Saturday.
Next Monday, the Warriors will
also be hosting the Alumni game, and
will return home after a doubleheader
with Viterbo College to host the NSIC
Tournament on the weekend of May
9-11th.

right-fielder from UW-River Falls a
beer before being ran off the field by
the umpire.
Last Friday, WSU played the University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire, and
fortunately for the Warriors, the momentum started to go in the upward
direction as WSU won this game by a
score of 9-6.
Becky Kreuger went 2-4 and hit a
three run shot in the fifth inning to pick
up three of her four RBI's. PelzIalso hit
a solo shot in the sixth inning and had
a pair of RBI's. Tara O'Bradovich went
2-4, as did Bowersox.
Dzurison got the win and only gave
up two earned runs out of the six runs
that were let in. In the second game of
theday, WSU played Saint Scholastica,

but Winona State's bats went cold as
WSU was easily defeated by a score of
12-5.
Providing the offense for the Warriors was Pelzl (2-4), and Clements (23). Rachel Ruf got the loss for WSU in
giving up five runs in two thirds of an
inning. Relieving Ruf was Kate Johnson who gave up seven more runs in
two and one third innings. Finally,
Dzurison came in and shut down the
hitting barrage, chalking up seven
strikeouts in four innings.
Finally on last Tuesday, WSU swept
the University of Minnesota-Morris,
upping the Northern Sun
Intercollegiate Conference record to

See Softball, page 11

Marathons: You haven't
lived until you've run in one
either bending over and stretching
their hamstrings, or are jogging in
circles.
KEVIN
Lets just say that the tension and
BECHARD
nervousness is thick in the air at this
time.
And then the gun goes off, and
Sports Editor
beeps of people starting their timers
on watches can be hear from all directions.
Well what about the start, isn't it
our body is screaming in pain, busy you ask?
where as your mind is telling you that
Sure it is, but after about the sec
you only have a couple more steps as ond or third mile, it tends to thin out
you round the corner and head for a bit as several packs break away from
the large digital clock.
the main one.
Spectators are shouting and cheerClapping and cheering is coning on all sides as you start your final stantly going on from both sides of
kick towards the finish line of the the street, and then we get to the first
longest race in your life, a marathon. water stop.
Heck, you'll have run 26.2 miles
If you're not paying attention, lets
before some people decided to roll just stay that there could be a pile up
out of bed, that is if the race started at in the middle the road. This would
7:00 and you finished it in three hours. not be cool.
I admit that the first time my
But anyway, paper cups are being
brother ran Grandma's Marathon in thrown over shoulders left and right,
Duluth, I thought he was crazy.
and yes, most of these cups still have
But then I tried it, and I admit that either water of Gatorade left in them,
it has to be one of the best times in my and many people happen to get
life.
sprayed, whether they like it or not.
For any of you who are: 1. reading
The crowd has to be the best part of
this column and 2. have run at least the race all around, that is besides
one marathon, then you'll be able to crossing the finish line.
agree with me that once you've
When I run past a bunch of people
crossed the finish line, you feel like cheering on runners, I make sure that
you are on top of the world.
I'm smiling, and I can just imagine
It's hard to describe this feeling in what's going through their minds.
words, but it's as if everything stops
"What kind of nut would be smilfor the time being and the only wor- ing when he's running?"
ries which you may have will be getWhen there's people, more than
ting out of bed the next morning.
likely, there will also be music.
Being that I'veonly run three maraNow we're not talking about disthons, all being in Duluth, I'm not torted music coming out of a tiny
really sure what if the atmosphere boom box. This is the 90's, folks!
would be identical for all of them, but
Even if you cannot see how many
what I do know is that there are many people are cheering because they are
people with butterflies in their stom- around a bend, the theme from Chariachs at the starting line before the gun ots of Fire and or Rocky tells runners
goes off.
that not all is dismal. By this, I mean
Perhaps this is why there are so that even if you are in severe pain, the
many Biffy's.
sound of the music and the bass pumpWe're not talking about three or ing away in amplifiers and large
four people waiting to take care of speakers takes the idea of pain away.
their business, but instead, say
Your pace quickens as you feel a
roughly 25-30 runners attempting, or sudden burst ofenergy from thecheering and music.
pretending, to wait patiently.
Heck, if the starting line is in an
The mile markers go by, one after
area which has woods on both sides, another, and before you know it, you
well, some people decide that it's not are nearing the 24 mile marker.
worth waiting in line, and head for
This is usually the point where the
the woods to calm their nerves.
crowd begins to thicken, and if all
In fact, it is not unusual to see just motivation is lost, than the adrenaline
as many people returning from the kicks in for the final stretch.
woods as there are runners standing
Okay, so some runners may look
in line for the outhouse.
like death when they finally cross the
Everywhere you look, there are finish line, but hey, you can't base an
people stretching, some of which you opinion on how only a few people
never thought possible. look.
Those who are not sitting on the
pavement stretching their legs, are
See Marathons, page 11
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Peek earns medalist honors at MWCGA Tourney

Men's tennis finish 2nd in NSIC

Women golfers finish spring season by placing fourth out of 12
teams at the Winona Golf and Country Club this past weekend

By SCOTT KRAMP

Joshua Smith/Photo Editor

Winona State Warrrior Heather Hogenson follows through at the Winona Country Club on Sunday
as part of the Minnesota Women's Coaches Golf Association State Tournament. Hogenson shot
for a combined score of 191. Winona State came in fourth place in the tournament.

By GRANT CHRISTIANSON
Sports Reporter

T

his past weekend, the Winona
State University women's golf team
competed in the Minnesota Women's
Coaches Golf Association State Tournament at the Winona Country Club.
The tournament had 12 teams competing and WSU finished in fourth
place with a two day total of 730.
Pacing the team was All-American
Tina Peek. Peek shot a first round 81
and a second round 84 for a two day
total of 165.
Peek's 165 earned her medalist honors and defeated the closest opponent
by two strokes.
The next closest Warrior was Cheryl
Vaske who shot a two day total of 183.
Next was Heather Hogenson who tallied up a 191,
Emily Cylkowski also shot a 191.
And topping off the Warrior attack
was Shannon Eastman who shot a 197.
Then on Friday the 26th, the golf
team hosted the WSU Invitational tournament at Cedar Valley Golf Course.
WSU finished in third place out of
four teams and was once again led by
Peek.
Peek shot a nine over par 81 in
taking the medalist honors. The meet
on Friday was the first meet of the
season for the Warriors.

WSU falls to UM-Duluth Bulldogs in finals
Assistant Sports Editor

W

inona State University competed in the Northern Sun
Intercollegiate Conference cham pionships this past weekend and finished
second in everything.

Only four NSIC teams competed in
the tournament, Winona State, University of Minnesota-Duluth, University of Minnesota-Morris and Northern State University.
There were six singles finals on Friday, and three doubles finals on Saturday. .

See Tennis, page 11

Track 8th at La Crosse Classic

By ANNA DEROCHER

Sarah Nelson, who has consistently
improved with personal records from
meet to meet, had another successful
njuries, rather than opponents, meet as she place seventh with a shot
have been Winona State University's put throw of 38'4".
track teams' toughest competitor this
She also placed eighth in the hamseason.
mer throw with a 132'2" toss and 11th
Injuries are still plaguing the in the discus event with a distance of
women runners, and the season is 115'7".
coming to an end with only two meets
Kim Swanson, who has missed a
remaining.
large chunk of the outdoor season due
Although the weather was fairly to tendinitis, placed eighth in both the
decent this past Saturday, the War- 100-meter run (13.11) and the 200riors ended up placing eighth at the meter run (27.3).
University of Wisconsin-La Crosse
Although WSU's individual scores
Classic.
were not very high, the Warriors 4x4
"It was a good meet for us. We had team did manage to place eighth with
an overall consistant performance," a time of 54.27.
said coach Christa Matter.
"We had nothing to be disppointed
In the field events, Lisa Stockel set about," said Matter.
a personal record with a javelin throw
Host UW-La Crosse won the meet
of 102'1", placing her in fifth overall. with 203 points.
Sports Reporter
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Burgdorff receives All-NSIC
as team finishes in 2nd place

continued from page 10

2- 4.
In the first game, Dzurison was on
fire and recorded 10 strikeouts in getting the 4-2 win. On the offensive side,
Kelley Klaverkamp went 2-3 with an By ANNA DEROCHER
RBI. Michelle Kelsey went 1-3 with an Sports Reporter
RBI, and Kreuger hit a solo homerun
too 1-3.
aturday could not have gone
Then in the second game Kate John- any better for Winona State University
son shut down the bats of UM-Morris, women's tennis team when they took
earning the complete game win by a part in the Conference Championship
score of 7-3.
in Duluth.
Klaverkamp and O'Bradvich had
The Warriors were picked to finish
perfect games from the plate as each fourth out of the seven teams present,
went 3-3 apiece. Klaverkamp had two but Winona State surprised many by
doubles and O'Bradovich had a double finishing play in second place.
and two RBI's.
Perhaps the biggest accomplishment was made by freshman Sarah
Burgdorff, who received All-Confercontinued from page 10 ence honors after winning the number
five singles.
By this, I mean that some people
A player earns All-Conference hondecide to cross the line in style, such as ors if she wins the finals, and Burgdorff
by walking on their hands.
was the only WSU player to reach this
Ina sense, marathons can be looked goal.
at as a social event.
Number one singles player, Carrie
Unless you are really competitive Guras, lost in the semi-finals after a
and are racing for money, then more hard match.
than likely, people are willing to talk
Nicole Jenkle, number two, upset
and joke while running.
Southwest State University's number
Even if all seems bad and there is
question whether or not you will be
able to finish, there is always someone
continued from page 10
to push you with encouragement.
UM-Duluth
defeated the Warriors
And if the encouragement does not
keep you going, just remember that in each of the finals as NSU and UMthere are always people who will be Morris failed to make it to the finals at
looking up to you since you've ran 26.2 all.
"I felt we had a shot at winning at
miles.
It is true that marathons are not for number one singles with Jay
everybody, but the truth is that they (Palmertz)," said WSU head coach
are definitely growing in popularity Mike Leaf. 'There were other close
matches that we could have won, but
from year to year.
I
feel that we still played well as a
If you don't believe me, just pick up
a running magazine, such as Running team."
Palmertz fell to Jeff Pollard 6-3, 6-4
Times or Runners World , and it will be
clear that the popularity is indeed in- to lose the number one singles crown.
Other Warriors falling in the finals
creasing.
So long distance runners may be were David Locher (6-2, 6-1) at second
singles, Kunihiko Sakai (6-0, 6-1) at
looked at as being "insane".
Oh well, at least there are not only third singles, Scott Nelson (6-3, 6-1) at
a handful of us. So, I guess that makes fourth singles, Brian Sewall (7-6 (7-5),
thousands of other runners insa ne also, 6-4) at fifth singles and Jeff Jensen (6-1,
6-0) at sixth singles.
huh?
What's life without a challenge?
t "We played Duluth well earlier in
My advice to you would be if you've t he year," said Leaf, "but we still lost to
ever had the urge to run a marathon, hem. They're a tough team."
On Saturday, the doubles teams
just do it.
After all, it may be one of your took the court and didn't fare much
biggest accomplishments of your life! better against the Bulldogs.
Palmertz and Sakai were WSU's
Before ending this column, I can't
forget to mention that most people first doubles team, and they lost 6-2, 6cannot do this amount of running with- 3.
Brent Kaam and Locher were deout training heavily for it.
Besides the marathon alone, the feated 6-2, 6-1 in the second doubles
training part of it is probably the best championship.
In third doubles action, the Nelsonpart because of the continuous increase
ensen tandem fell 6-3, 6-3.
in mileage over a couple months.

Marathon

two player, advancing to the semifinals.
Jill Johnson and Burgdorff each
made the finals, but had to settle for
second place.
"The team ended the season on a
high note and I couldn't be more
pleased," said coach Jeff Halberg.
Nikki Hilke also competed in play
in the number six position, and like the
rest of her team, played well.
The University of MinnesotaDuluth finished in first place with a
score of 44 points, while the Warriors
were close with 24 points.
Bemidji State (21 points) and Southwest State (17) finished third and fourth
respectively. Although BSU and SSU
defeated the Warriors in regular season play, Winona State had no problem defeating these two opponents in
the championship.
This was the last set of matches that
the Winona State women's tennis team
will play this spring as they look forward to next season.

Eightball &MJG

Blue Mountain

EIGHTBALL & MJG
ON TOP OF THE WORLD

Includes "Break 'ern Off", "Space Age Pirnpin"'

SEPULTURA

and "Friend Or Foe"

12.99 CD

12.99 CD

12.99 CD
7.99 Tape

7pp

7.99 Tape

Tennis

1201 Gilmore Ave.
Winona Ma ll

ROOM

;pi/ UELLISEk
•■,A

Type 0 Negative

DAVE MATTHEWS
BOB MOULD
CRANBERRIES
PAUL WESTERBERG

HOOTIE & THE BLOWFISH
TINA & THE B-SIDE MOVEMENT
RAGE AGAINST THE MACHINE
SUNSET PARK SOUNDTRAX
w.

(-

ZENITH FOOTBALL
FINEST 2 BASKETBALL
, 96 LEAF BASEBALL
96

11.99 6.D

7.99 Tape

12.99 CD
7.99 Tape
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VISA
MASTER CARD
& DISCOVER

PHONE
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452-1342
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452-8752

*Limited Delivery Area To Insure Safe Driving! Our Delivery Drivers Carry Less
Than $20.00.

1

with
DELIVERED
cheese
and One $

Small
Pizza

toppihg.
Expires 5-11-96
17

6

Tuesday and
Sunday Only!
7pm-Midnight
Delivery Charge Extra

Little Caesars

I

• - • , rne
partic'Pang locations
'11995 l_rrt 'e Caesar Eril,mrses,

Valid only on Original Round of
Pan! Pan! Pizza only.

2 MEDIUM
PIZZAS

Carryout

No Limit

49

Plus
Tax

one topping

$1.99

2 SMALL
PIZZAS

r

with
DELIVERED
cheese
and one 19
topping.
Plus
Expires 5-11-96
Tax

99

yak() for .1

time at pan,,pating location,

• 199.5 Lane Caesar Enlerpnses,

H-ere's fast-acti,vtg reLi-ef "‘"‘
u ati vt,g
from. the pressure of school!
sevaors avid grad stuoleAts GONA, get _s-q-ootw'
cash bockzt ovi the purchase or Lease of atA,

Valid only on Original Round of
Pan! Pan! Pizza only.

CRAZY BREAD .99
with any pizza purchase
L

J

DELIVERY DRIVERS WANTED
Apply at your local store today!

cool, vtew Ford or mercuru.

this im,cLuoles the hi-h-performsivt,ce mustan9!
acILL 1-800-321-1530 or visit our web site
at http://www.ford.covv_ for the full stor.

BECAUSE YOUR BRAIN DOESN'T HAVE WHEELS.
• To be eligible, you must graduate with an associate's or bachelor's degree, or be currently enrolled in graduate school, benitien 10/1/94 and 1/3/97 You must purchase or tease your new vehicle behveen 1/4/96 and 1/3/97 Some customer and vehicle eligbilrly restrictions apply. See your dealer tor details
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CHAOS

by Brian Shuster

DILBERT ® by Scott Adams
I'VE REDUCED YOUR
SERVICE COSTS BY GIVING
THE TECHNICAL-SUPPORT
GROUP AN UNLISTED
PHONE NUMBER.

AND A, FLAW IN YOUR
PRODUCT DISABLES THE

CUSTOMER'S E - MAIL ;
THEY CAN'T EVEN WRITE
TO YOU FOR HELP!

rWHAT

IF
THEY ASK
A FRIEND
TO E - MAIL
US "?

(

OVER THE HEDGETM by Michael Fry and T Lewis
VERNE,
1-1O4 SHALL I PUT 11?
YA KNoW H0\4,
FOR, 15 1t.Al2., No1 ,0f)y `CANTED

TH15 COLD SNAP HA S
NO E,N9 INSIGHT ! SO
5UND1 E UP!. „ AND
-

CME.M e7C,12. rz THAT
Ct-011-kiNC, "TO STA`i
COZY(

THINK ABOUT

JOHN TRANOLTA7

ROBOTMAN® by ,Iim Meddick
441111 YOt1R CONSENT, AGENT SCULL`l WILL
TRY 10 ACCESS YOUR SUPPRESSED
MEMORY OF ALIEN ABDUCTION-

E•Mail

MK BACK.

LClJK BACK..
TELL US
WHAT
HAPPENED.

.

..

icf

"Apparently, some kids hooked up your grandmother's
pacemaker to The Clapper."

I I AM LUMT)-IOR
ANCIENT SANDAL
MAKER IN THE PALACE
OF RAMSES EXTRA
t.ARGE

Jimmeddid.,@aoi corn

HOT
r\AR.M04-rp,i-+
`JOUR FAST LIVES.TELL US
ABOUT YOUR ABDUCTION...
.

(

■

YourRez/Horoscope

C 1996 by NEA. Inc

Aries: (Mar. 21-Apr. 19) Trouble
is in store for you when your new
gardener is-gulp!-Zeke the
Hungry Locust.
Taurus: (Apr. 20-May 20) A wayward comet in the fourth house
of Andromeda indicates you will
be burdened with an irritating
ringing in your ears all week.
Gemini: (May 21-June 21) Lend
your neighbor a hand. Reduce
his weekly lawn care duties by
teaching your dog to poop in
your own yard.
Cancer: (June 22-July 22) A close
friend at the office craves your
tender touch. Too bad it's only
the paper shredder.
Leo: (July 23-Aug. 22) You'll be
turning heads with your new
look-hip boots, codpiece and a
spear through the eye.
Virgo: (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) Make
your wedding something to remember. Instead of flowers on
the altar, why not display delicious sandwiches?

Help Wanted
Tan oGusii in

[ASTERN
EUROPE

Teach basic
conversational English in
Prague, Budapest, or Krakow. No
teaching certificate or European
languages required. Inexpensive
Room & Board + other benefits.
For details, call:

(206) 971-3680 Ext.K56771

CRUISE JOBS
Students Needed!
Earn up to 52,000+1 mo. worVing for
Cruise Ships or Land-Tour companies ,
World Travel. Summer and Full-lime
employment available. No experience
necessary. For more information call
(206) 971-3550 ext. 056772

ALASKA EMPLOYMENT
Fisheries. Earn up to $3,000-$6,000+
per month. Room and Board!
Transportation! Male or Female. No
experience necessary. For more
information call:
(206) 971-3510 ext A 5 6 7 7 3

by Ruby Wyner-lo
A A. B. P-certi lied
Astrologe r

Libra: (Sept. 23-Oct. 23) Tough
break! You will lose an appendage in a heated game of Crocodile Dentist.
Ruby Wyner-Io's horoscopes have a
±0.0005 margin of error.

Scorpio: (Oct. 24-Nov. 21) Lie
prostrate to The Gods of Technology. Sacrifice an earlobe or
small toe to your PC today.
Sagittarius: (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Remember that time you went
to see Cop and a Half and the
usher forgot to tear your ticket?
Well, the theatre just discovered the error and they want
blood!
Capricorn: (Dec. 22-Jan. 19 ) You'll
be crossing most things off your
to-do list after you've had your
belly slit open by a gang of
toughs.
Aquarius: (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) Need
to put some spark in a ho-hum
romance? Just say two wordsgladiatorial battles!
Pisces: (Feb. 19-Mar. 20) Travel is
in your immediate future-Mr.
David Travel of Redmond
Heights, Ohio. He'll be the one
repossessing your Jeep.

by run

Jim's Journal
Ruth cArwe over
to may.

lrowl cAlme by toe,
*Y,& +.141
* Aril y•0 it
/bur six 114Sses

pe"ata 4,0.1
''1310,i's whit
t"1 stb4, isbi+
Tai d,

es*

by Nate Beck

FIRST SOUTH

© 1995 by Onion Features Syndicate

*$200-$500 WEEKLY*
Mailing travel brochures. No
experience necessary. For information, send a self addressed
stamped envelope to: Universal
Travel, P.O. Box 610188, Miami,
FL 33261
RIVERBOAT CREW
MEMBERS Boat, catering,
kitchen, office and photo crew for
passenger vessels in St. Paul &
Mpls. FT seasonal positions. Start
$6.50 hr. Padleford Packet Boat
Co., Inc., Harriet Island, St Paul
MN 55107 612/227-1100, 800/
543-3908. COME ABOARD!
Needed for summer: Responsible,
caring person to babysit 3 afternoons per week in my home.
Good pay. Need own car. Call
452-6217.
School bus drivers needed now
and also for the fall of 1996. Call
454-5677.

Photographers needed to take
Lollapalooza Concert Staff
computer pictures at High School Needed! Camping staff from
graduation parties. Late night.
Friday, June 28-Monday, July 1.
Flexible hours, will train. Can
Around-the-Clock, three shifts
lead to full time summer job available. Sunday, June 30:
traveling the USA to state and
Concert Day. Hiring ticket sellers,
county fairs. Call 612-927-9356. Parking, Concessioners, etc... You
will receive T-shirts, parking pass,
We Fest Staff needed! Concert
and income for your services.
days: Aug 2, 3, 4. Hiring people
Wages start at $5.00 per hour .
for gates, camping, sanitation,
Will train. Call 218-846-1990.
ect.. You will receive a free
Detroit lakes, MN.
ticket for yourself and a friend, TWanted: Bartender / cook at the
shirts, parking pass and income
I
ast Resort. Call 608-248-2515
for your services. Grounds work
will be available the week or two for an interview.
before the event. For application
Help wanted for bartender,
or more information, Call 218hostess, wait staff, and dish
846-1990.
washer. Apply at the Hillside
Recent grads, juniors, and seniors: Fish House after 4 p.m. 687Large midwest Financial Institu- 6141.
tion has 3 paid intern/training
Child Care
positions available in local area.
NANNIES PLUS The elite
Call 1-612-739-5283 or write
nannie service! Jobs available
F.F.S. Box 25514 Woodbury,
nationwide- 1, yr. committment
MN 55125.
only. 1-800-752-0078.

Services
Who asked you? We did! 3' x 11'
'Write in
for
President" sticker - you decide.
Great gift idea! $2 a piece or
3r$ 5. Busse Box 16075 St. Paul,
MN 55116.

For Sale
Moving soon and must get rid of
extra baggage! For sale: Adult
mags. and videos. Only $.25 and
issue, $ 5.00 per video! Call
Jonathon at 453-3522 or 6873106, leave a message and I'll
return call.

Includes 70-210 zoom lens. Call
Jon Larson from 8 - 5 Mon -Fri.
(W) 454-3621.

For Rent
3 M / F subleasers needed from
June - August 20. 0 blocks from
campus. Large living area,
kitchen, and deck. Pay only $135
per month plus NSP. If interested, call 453-2036 for Katie or
Jess, or call 453-2060 for April or
Karen. Don't pass up a good
deal!

1 'WE' to live with 2 males and 1
female for 1996-1997 school
Attention Photography Students! year. 2 blocks from campus, $175
per month, pay NSP, phone. Year
Used 35 mm camera for sale lease from June 15 - June 15.
Excellent condition. Ricoh XR7
Own
room, three season porch,
single lens reflex, with case.
off-street parking, washer &
Depth of field preview; aperture
priority 10 second timer. Includes dryer, & garbage pickup Call Mat
at 457-9633 or Dave at 452-6202
sunpack automatic flash, Guide
#100@ ASA 100. (cont.)

